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Interior: Design variants and sustainable materials 
 

› Restructured product range with three trim levels and a total of six interior variants 

along with equipment packages and individual options 

› Materials for new seat covers and door panels include recycled fabrics as well as 

hemp and kenaf 

› New, more intuitive control panel for the optional Climatronic system  

 

Mladá Boleslav, 1 August 2023 – The update for the Škoda Scala and Kamiq includes 

a restructuring of the product range. A total of six interior variants are available across 

the three new trim levels Essence, Selection and the sporty Monte Carlo top version. 

Similar to the all-electric Enyaq family, they come in the shape of Design Selections 

inspired by modern living environments, boasting perfectly coordinated colours and 

materials. The redesigned covers for the seats, instrument panel and door trim panels 

also use recycled fabrics along with natural materials such as hemp and kenaf. Additional 

equipment features are offered as packages in several categories, and then there are 

further individual options. The optional Climatronic system has been given a new, more 

intuitive control panel. 

 

Škoda has combined its update of the Scala and Kamiq with a restructuring of its product 

range. The new trim levels Essence, Selection and Monte Carlo offer a total of six interior 

variants. Using perfectly coordinated colours and materials, the Design Selections take their 

cues from modern living environments. The Design Selection “Studio” in the new Essence 

entry-level model comes with black fabric upholstery. The trim level Selection offers a choice 

of four different Design Selections. In the Design Selection “Loft”, for example, grey fabric is 

used for the seats and a decorative pad on the instrument panel, while the Design Selection 

“Lodge” comes with Suedia microfibre, again in grey. “Lodge” also features copper-coloured 

Hot-stamping and LED ambient lighting able to switch from white to red as standard. The 

multifunction steering wheel, gear knob and handbrake lever are covered in leather. 

 

Comfortable or sporty with the design variants “Suite”, “Dynamic” and “Monte Carlo” 

The comfort-oriented Design Selection “Suite” comes with leather-upholstered seats that 

can be heated and electrically adjusted as standard. The Hot-stamping has a chrome look. 

The Design Selection “Dynamic” is focused more strongly on sportiness. The sports seats 

with integrated headrests are partly upholstered with black Suedia, which is also used for the 

pad on the instrument panel, as in the Design Selection “Suite”. The roof lining is again black. 

Red Hot-stamping adds visual highlights. The pedals have an aluminium look. The sporty top 

model Monte Carlo offers even more visual highlights with the Design Selection also called 

“Monte Carlo”. Here the sports seats are upholstered in man-made Carbon leather, as are the 

decorative pad on the instrument panel and the door trim panels. The multifunction sports 
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steering wheel has black stitching on the leather finish and bears a Monte Carlo badge. 

Adjustable LED ambient lighting is standard for the “Monte Carlo” variant as well. 

 

Sustainable materials 

In order to further reduce its vehicles’ CO2 footprint in production, Škoda Auto uses even 

more sustainable materials for the Scala and Kamiq than before – recycled materials for the 

upholstery, flooring and foot mats are complemented by natural, renewable raw materials. 

The door trim panels, for example, are partly made of fibres from hemp and kenaf, a type of 

hibiscus. The headliner also contains a proportion of these fibres for added strength. 

 

Equipment packages and individual options 

The restructured product range for the Scala and Kamiq offers popular optional equipment 

intelligently combined into packages in several categories. The Climatronic system, for 

example, which has been given a new, more intuitive control panel, can be ordered as part of 

the Technology package. The Assisted Drive package includes Adaptive Cruise Control 

(ACC), Adaptive Lane Assist and Hands-on Detection, while Assisted Drive plus also offers 

Side Assist. The Winter package includes heating functions for the steering wheel and 

windscreen, while the various Convenience packages come with a reversing camera, Kessy 

keyless entry and an electric tailgate complete with Virtual Pedal. Individual options include 

an alarm system, a trailer tow hitch, heated rear seats, electric seat adjustment and a sound 

system. 
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Contact 

Vítězslav Kodym 

Head of Product Communications 

P +420 326 811 784 

vitezslav.kodym@skoda-auto.cz 
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Follow us at twitter.com/skodaautonews for the latest news. Find out all 

about the new Škoda Scala and Kamiq with #SkodaScala or #SkodaKamiq. 

 
Škoda Auto  
 is successfully steering through the new decade with the Next Level – Škoda Strategy 2030.  
 aims to be one of the five best-selling brands in Europe by 2030 with an attractive line-up in the entry-level segments and 

additional e-models. 
 is emerging as the leading European brand in important growth markets such as India or North Africa. 
 currently offers its customers twelve passenger-car series: the Fabia, Rapid, Scala, Octavia and Superb as well as the Kamiq, 

Karoq, Kodiaq, Enyaq, Enyaq Coupé, Slavia and Kushaq. 
 delivered over 731,000 vehicles to customers around the world in 2022. 
 has been a member of the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle 

manufacturers in the world.  
 independently manufactures and develops not only vehicles but also components such as MEB battery systems, engines and 

transmissions in association with the Group. 
 operates at three sites in the Czech Republic; has additional production capacity in China, Slovakia and India primarily through 

Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner. 
 employs over 40,000 people globally and is active in over 100 markets. 
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